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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

182416 Feature
Enhancement

N/A EV Mail EVMail -- DELIM_REGEX did not work EVMail's new configuration setup had a section referring
to DELIM_REGEX.  This indicated that it had not yet been
implemented.  With this release, the functionality has
been completed, allowing this section to be used to
determine the pattern to search for within incoming
emails.  Text following the pattern in the regular
expression will be discarded from the update.  The
purpose allows the original notification to be parsed and
only the latest text to be used in the update of the issue.

185266 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Add & Edit Allowed values - Transport error with List & Radio button
display type fields on Add screens

This issue occured with parent allowed values on an add
screen and corresponding child allowed values on
repeating rows.  With this configuration, and with the
selection of a child field value on the repeating row, an
ajax transport error would occur.

185372 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Add & Edit Improved peformance of allowed value lists when one list
contained a very large number of records

When a UDF list contained 50,000 plus entries, and was
part of an allowed value list, retrieving the child records
was rather slow.  The performance of this operation has
been improved significantly.

185454 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Add & Edit Fields values were cleared out after Ajax refresh of an
embedded layout

The problem occured when trying to perform an Ajax
refresh on some fields and on an embedded sub-layout at
the same time.  When this was configured, the result of
the Ajax refresh was that values within the sublayout were
cleared.

This has been fixed.
186365 Product Bug 6.2.3 Add & Edit Ajax refresh problem with the inbuilt field named

PRODUCT_NAME
Refresh rules that had fields dependent on the
PRODUCT_NAME field would not work consistently.  This
was fixed.

183623 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 General code
issues

Clicking "X" to close a modal window does not return to
parent record in IE7

This bug was specific to IE 7 only.  When using the "X" in
the top right-hand corner of a modal popup, the close
window operation did not return to the parent record.  This
was fixed.

185350 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Rules Engine Modal popup windows would freeze and become
uneditable when an ERROR rule was triggered

A business rule that triggered the ERROR condition on
the new modal popup edit or add screens would freeze
the modal window when the error dialog appeared.  This
has been fixed.

185341 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Search / Report After upgrading to 6.3.1.1 not all reports were visible This problem was related to the permission key
SR_ALLOW_HIERARCHY.  This prevented some reports
being displayed on the Query screen.  The issue was
fixed so all reports should now be visible.

186297 Configuration
Change

6.2.1.1 Database Changed indexes on the security_user table The indexes to the security_user table have been
reworked to provide an increase in performance in
accessing this frequently used table.

Count: 9 records
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